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BRUNSWICK NEWS INC. GOES LIVE ON CHATTERBOX™ CLOUD 
 
Montreal, Canada, May 16, 2017 — Innovative Systems Design Inc. (ISD), the inventors of newspaper 
customer service IVR (Interactive Voice Response) and the market leader in IVR development is pleased 
to announce that Brunswick News Inc. is live on CHATTERBOX™ Cloud. 

Brunswick News had been using a competitor’s voice recognition IVR for a number of years but not 
getting the containment or usage they were promised.  BNI recognized that Chatterbox provided the best 
solution and decided as part of a group wide project to consolidate all of their properties onto 
CHATTERBOX™ Cloud. 

The following BNI properties will be using the Cloud…  

● Telegraph Journal 
● Times Transcript 
● Daily Gleaner 
● Woodstock Bugle 
● Victoria Star 

● Miramachi Leader 
● Kings County Record 
● Northern Light 
● Campbellton Tribune 
● Le Madawaska 

Call containment was an important factor for BNI when deciding on a consolidated solution.  
CHATTERBOX’s evolution to a cloud solution is based on over 28 years of experience in automating 
newspaper customer service and a best-practice approach.  CHATTERBOX has processed millions upon 
millions of calls for newspapers of all sizes and our methods produce the best results for both inbound 
call containment as well as customer acceptance and usage of the system. 

“The functionality of Chatterbox has allowed us to improve our customer service.  One of the biggest 
improvements is that the application allows us to serve our customers in both English and French 
languages.  Another excellent feature is that Chatterbox can handle our weekly publications and the other 
smaller community papers even recognizing if a customer has more than one publication subscription.” 
  
With data centers in Virginia, California, New York and Ontario, CHATTERBOX™ Cloud frees 
newspapers from the obligation of setting up and maintaining complex telephony infrastructure for 
customer service and allows them to focus on their core business while remaining assured that they are 
providing the best customer service available.  
 
About ISD: 
ISD invented the first newspaper IVR system in 1988, and it's still running today. Since then, we have 
installed more than 80% of all existing circulation department IVR systems. Newspaper Customer Service 
automation is our core-business, and we come to the table with industry knowledge that is second to 
none. We don't know everything, but we are certainly ready to listen and learn from the experts - our 
customers. 
 
About Brunswick News Inc. 
A digital-first media company in an evolving industry, Brunswick News is one of Atlantic Canada’s most 
dynamic media groups.  We offer a comprehensive package of news and information to readers 
throughout New Brunswick each day.  
 
Our network of media outlets includes one of Atlantic Canada’s most popular online news and 
entertainment properties: telegraphjournal.com, New Brunswick’s daily and weekly newspapers, flyer 
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distribution services, and commercial printing operations. We’ve also seen growth in the areas of online 
obituaries and classifieds, digital advertising, specialty distribution, and CareerBeacon - a leading job 
posting and application platform.  
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